5-1/2"@ 1103'
SHUT DOWN FOR NIGHT
MIND TAYLOR WO RIG. KILL WELL W/LEASE WATER. ATTEMPT SET BPSV
NO GOOD. ND TREE, MI PUP W/TIW VLV IN TOP OF HANGER. NU BOPE,
FUNCTION TEST OK. FULL 29 JTS TUBING ALL IN GD CONDITION.
T2H W/2.5 PLUG P/1056'-556', 585X 'G'+2% CALCI,
15.8PPG DISPL T/EQUALIZE. FULL TBG SET STAGE 2 OF PLUG P/556'-56',
SAME SLURRY MIX. CIP 1650 HRS. POOH LD TBG, RD CMTRS. WASH OUT BOPE,
CLOSE BLIND RAMS, SECURE F/NIGHT. CHT JOB WITNESSED BY D. OLEPHRECH,
DGMIN.

5-1/2"@ 1103'
WIPE HOLE
NU BOPE, CUT OF CSG HEAD. FILL 5-1/2" X 8-5/8" ANNULUS W/
CHT, FILL 5-1/2" W/CHT P/10-SURF. WELD ON PLATE OVER CSG
STUB 3' BELOW G.L. RIG DOWN. RR 1000 HRS 10/14/90.